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ABSTRACT
Jets launched by the supermassive black holes in the centers of cool-core clusters are the most likely heat source to solve the
cooling flow problem. One way for this heating to occur is through generation of a turbulent cascade by jet-inflated bubbles.
Measurements of the X-ray intensity power spectra show evidence of this cascade in different regions of the cluster, constraining
the role of driving mechanisms. We analyze feedback simulations of the Perseus cluster to constrain the effect of the jet activity
on the intensity fluctuations and kinematics of the cluster atmosphere. We find that, within the inner 60 kiloparsecs, the power
spectra of the predicted surface brightness fluctuations are broadly consistent with those measured by Chandra and that even
a single episode of jet activity can generate a long-lasting imprint on the intensity fluctuations in the innermost region of the
cluster. AGN-driven motions within the same region approach the values reported by Hitomi during and right after the AGN
episode. However, the line-of-sight velocity dispersion excited by the jet in simulations underpredicts the Hitomi measurement.
This indicates that driving a volume-filling sustained level of turbulence requires several episodes of jet activity, and/or additional
processes drive turbulence outside the 60-kpc sphere. This also suggests that sharp edges of the bubbles in the innermost region
of the cluster contribute substantially to the intensity of fluctuations, consistent with the Perseus observations in the inner 30-kpc
region. We discuss new diagnostics to decompose annular power spectra to constrain past episodes of jet activity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chief among the largest structures in the universe are galaxy clusters,
huge collections of gravitationally bound galaxies surrounded by X-
ray emitting gas, held together by the gravity of their host dark matter
halo. The cluster atmosphere should be losing energy and cooling
due to this X-ray emission, with cooling times substantially shorter
than the age of the cluster (see Fabian 1994 for review). The cooled
gas should then sink to the center of the cluster and coalesce at a
rate upward of 100 solar masses per year in the largest clusters (e.g.
Fabian 1994), triggering star formation at similar levels. However,
observations of star formation only show a small fraction of this rate
and X-ray spectra indicate a lack of cold gas (e.g. Peterson et al.
2001; Peterson et al. 2002), leading to the conclusion that some form
of heating is preventing the formation of a cooling flow.
Several sources of energy for powering clusters have been sug-

gested. Feedback from jets launched by central brightest galaxy’s
supermassive black hole is the most promising candidate (e.g. Burns
1990; Churazov et al. 2000; Fabian et al. 2000; McNamara & Nulsen
2007), but other sources of energy have been considered as supple-
mental or alternative sources of energy input that could counteract
the cooling, including merger-driven turbulence and sloshing (e.g.
Motl et al. 2004; Rossetti & Molendi 2010; Parrish et al. 2010; Su
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et al. 2016, 2017), thermal conduction (e.g. Narayan & Medvedev
2001; Yang & Reynolds 2016; Chen et al. 2019), and cosmic ray
streaming (e.g. Sharma et al. 2010; Ruszkowski et al. 2017; Ehlert
et al. 2018). The cooling flow problem has been a central issue in
galaxy cluster astrophysics for nearly 30 years.
The archetypal galaxy cluster for these observations is the Perseus

cluster, the brightest cluster in the X-ray band. It has some of the
deepest observations from the Chandra X-ray Observatory (Figure
1), XMM Newton, and Suzaku, (Fabian et al. 2003; Bulbul et al.
2014; Edge et al. 1990) as well as the only measurement taken from
the Hitomi satellite (Hitomi Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018). These
observations reveal a variety of structures all of which are theorized
to come from different processes. The inner core of the cluster is
dominated by the jet-inflated radio cavities from the active galactic
nucleus (AGN) in NGC1275 (Birzan et al. 2004), while the outer
core’s structure can be attributed to sloshing from an ongoing galaxy
merger (Churazov et al. 2003; Fabian et al. 2011; Walker et al. 2018;
ZuHone et al. 2011).
The level of turbulence in Perseus has been constrained by several

datasets,most notably theHitomi satellite, whichmeasured the small-
scale velocity dispersion in Perseus to be 164 +/- 10 km/s (Hitomi
Collaboration et al. 2016). Prior to this measurement, there was a
large effort in the cluster community to predict what Hitomi would
see. The seminalmethod for thiswas to use amplitudes ofX-ray image
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Figure 1. Top:Gaussian Gradient Magnitude filtered image of the Perseus
Cluster from Sanders et al. (2016). Bottom: A similarly treated image of our
simulation at 50 Myr, through a GGM filter, for context. The Sanders et al.
(2016) image uses GGM filters on a variety of scales, with the center of the
image using smaller 𝜎 values than the edges. The simulation image is treated
with a single GGM filter with 𝜎 = 1 pixel (0.5 kpc)

fluctuations from Chandra to quantify turbulence in the atmosphere
via estimated power spectra.
By first removing large scale density gradients using a beta model

fit to the cluster surface brightness, Zhuravleva et al. (2015) calcu-
late the density fluctuation spectra for different annuli of the Perseus
Chandra images. Assuming a linear relation with the velocity spec-
trum, they found turbulence in agreement with the Hitomi measure-
ment, between 90 and 140 km/s on scales ~30-40 kpc. This level
of turbulence is sufficient to balance observed radiative cooling and
explain the mass deposition gap (Zhuravleva et al. 2014).
Simulations of galaxy clusters have become integral to isolating

different sources of turbulence in galaxy clusters. While the power
spectrum technique for X-ray bright clusters was first implemented
as a predictive method, it has since been used as an analytical tool
to measure the contribution of different simulated processes to the
overall turbulence of the cluster. It has been shown that brightness
fluctuations outside of the inner 60 kpc of Perseus the cluster atmo-

Figure 2. A three-dimensional rendering of the simulation; magnetic field
lines are rendered as tubes, the red surfaces display iso-density contours,
highlighting the radio lobes/cavities, and the colored slice plots in the lower
rear quadrant indicate temperature variations.

sphere can be entirely explained by gas sloshing. Using the sloshing
simulations of ZuHone et al. (2018), Walker et al. (2018) measured
the power spectra in different annuli in a galaxy cluster perturbed
by a merger like Perseus, comparing the power spectra from each.
We adopt this same method and apply it to simulations that include
feedback by AGN jets in the Perseus Cluster in order to further con-
strain the source of turbulent heating of the ICM. We implement a
Δ-variance method for power spectrum calculation in annuli of vary-
ing radius and sample multiple jet ages to construct an approximate
spectrum composed of multiple jet episodes.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the method-

ology of the simulations used, the power spectra derivation, andmod-
elling of multiple jet episodes. We present results in Section 3, and
discuss our findings, with comparison to velocity dispersion mea-
surements, in Section 4. Section 5 summarized the conclusions of
the paper.

2 METHODS

2.1 Numerical Simulation

We use magnetohydrodynamic simulations with an adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) grid. Amore in-depth discussion of the numerical
set up is included in Chen et al. (2019), where the simulations used
in this paper were first described.
The simulations were performed using the publicly available

FLASH code (Dubey et al. 2009), modeling an AGN jet embed-
ded in a spherically symmetric atmosphere of monatomic ideal gas,
distributed throughout the simulation box (0.5 Mpc by 0.5 Mpc by
1 Mpc). The cluster atmosphere follows a 𝛽-model in density, cali-
brated to match observations of the Perseus Cluster atmosphere and
adopts the temperature profile from Zhuravleva et al. (2015):

𝜌(𝑟) = 𝜌0

[
1 +

(
𝑟

𝑟c

)2]−3𝛽/2
(1)

𝑇 (𝑟) = 𝑇out

[
1 +

(
𝑟

𝑟c,t

)3] [
𝑇out
𝑇core

+
(

𝑟

𝑟c,T

)3]−1
(2)
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with 𝜌0 = 9.6×10−26 g cm−3, 𝑟c = 26 kpc, 𝛽 = 0.53,𝑇core = 3.0 keV,
𝑇out = 6.4 keV, and 𝑟c,T = 60 kpc.
The base of the jet is modeled as a nozzle at the center of the

cluster (Heinz et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2019) which injects energy,
mass, momentum, and magnetic flux into the atmosphere in both
directions along the z-axis, with a small wobble added to account
for the precession of the spin axis of the black hole and dynamical
instabilities in the jet below the resolution scale, as an effective
implementation of the "dentist drill" effect first postulated by Scheuer
(1982). The simulation models the magnetic field in the jet, injecting
magnetic field in equipartitionwith the particle pressure and a helicity
of 𝐵𝜙/𝐵z = 1, however, the ICM is nonmagnetized. While the ICM
in clusters is magnetized, the magnetic field is likely dynamically
weak. Modeling jet propagation into magnetized ICM is beyond the
scope of the current paper and subject to future work.
The structure of the simulation can be seen in a snapshot rendering

in Figure 2. The jet fires for 10 Myr at a power of 𝑃jet = 1045 ergs/s
before being shut off and allowed to propagate through the cluster
for an additional 500 Myr. The AMR resolution of the cluster gas
changes throughout the simulation, based on the propagation of the
jet, increasing refinement where the most activity occurs and de-
creasing resolution in low-activity areas to maximize computational
efficiency (Chen et al. 2019). The original simulation was designed
to study the magnetic properties of the jets and as such required a
high resolution of 30 pc to fully resolve the jets. After the jet is shut
off at 10 Myr, the maximum resolution is reduced to 120 pc in the in-
ner cluster for computational efficiency. In either case, the numerical
resolution significantly exceeds the imaging resolution of Chandra
at the distance of the Perseus cluster.

2.2 Synthetic X-ray Images

The simulations are largely analyzed using the yt package (Turk et al.
2010) in conjunction with NumPy (Harris et al. 2020) and Astropy
(Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018). We produce a facsimile of ob-
servational data from our simulations via a projection of the X-ray
emissivity along the coordinate axes of the grid. The X-ray emissiv-
ity from 0.5 to 3.5 keV is calculated in each cell in the domain via
the APEC code (Smith et al. 2001), assuming a uniform metallicity
of half the solar value, using abundances from Anders & Grevesse
(1989). The full domain of the simulation is then integrated along
a coordinate axis, creating a 0.5 Mpc by 0.5 Mpc image if the axis
is along the jet, or 0.5 Mpc by 1 Mpc image if the projection is
perpendicular to the jet-axis.
To reproduce the normalization of the images by a beta model used

in Zhuravleva et al. (2015), which we consider as the benchmark in
this work, these images are then azimuthally averaged and fitted with
a 𝛽-model:

𝑆 = 𝑆0

[
1 +

(
𝑟

𝑟𝑐

)2]−3𝛽+0.5
(3)

with the best fit determined via aMonteCarlomarkov chain (MCMC)
sampler, which finds the most likely parameters 𝑆0, 𝛽, and the core
radius 𝑟𝑐 for each individual image. This unique 𝛽-model is then
used to normalize the images, removing the large scale structure of
the image and leaving an image of gas perturbation in the cluster.
Even though the simulation is set up with a beta model as the density
profile, it is important to re-normalize the synthetic images with the
best-fit beta model because the jet action affects the overall cluster
intensity profile. As the observational analysis by Zhuravleva et al.
(2015) and Churazov et al. (2012) normalizes the images by a 𝛽-

Table 1. Fitted 𝛽-model parameters of the on-axis projections. The central
surface brightness, core radius, and 𝛽 parameter are fairly consistent after the
jet has turned on.

Time Surface Brightness Core Radius Beta Parameter
Myr 10−4 ergs/cm2/s/Sr kpc

𝑆0 𝑟𝑐 𝛽

0 1.224 26.0 0.530
20 2.16±0.04 31.1±0.5 0.556±0.002
40 1.91±0.02 33.7±0.3 0.560±0.054
60 2.06±0.01 31.8±0.1 0.555±0.001
80 2.20±0.01 30.3±0.1 0.551±0.001

model fit to the currently observed cluster profile, our analysis aims
to employ a similar methodology to each frame. The final product of
this process is seen in Figure 3, and fitted 𝛽-model parameters are
described in Table 1.
Due to the AMR grid changing over the course of the simulation

and throughout the domain, the normalization process reveals strong
grid-like artifacts at large radii in the X-ray maps (where the AMR
resolution is lower, enhancing differences in the discretized grid
and the smooth beta model). Such artifacts would interfere with the
power spectral measurement we aim to perform. These artefacts can
be removed by applying a smoothed covering grid (as implemented in
the yt package), which creates a 3Dgrid structure at a fixed resolution,
and performs a first order interpolation within coarse cells in order
to fit the entire simulation into one resolution. This ensures that
the AMR grid does not interfere with the calculation of the power
spectrum, within the limits of the linear interpolation scheme used
by the algorithm (Turk et al. 2010).

2.3 Power Spectrum Calculation

In order to find a quantitative measure of the surface brightness
fluctuations (and thus the level of turbulence), the X-ray maps of the
cluster are divided into equally spaced annuli by masking the images.
Each annulus has a set width of ~30 kpc, following Zhuravleva et al.
(2015), corresponding to an angle of 1.5 arcminutes on the sky. This
allows us to quantify the level of surface brightness fluctuations in
different regions of the cluster,whichwill be affected in differentways
by various sources of driving. Dividing the image like this means
that we cannot calculate a power spectrum in the normal method,
by averaging the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the image.
Using the standard fast Fourier transform (FFT) method would result
in a power spectrum dominated by the mask’s edge effects. Instead,
we employ the Δ-variance method (Arévalo et al. 2012; Stutzki et al.
1998) for finding the power spectrum, employing aMexicanHat filter
to determine the power at each spatial frequency. We convolve the
normalized image with a modified Mexican Hat filter (F):

𝐹 =

(
𝐺𝜎1 ∗ 𝐼
𝐺𝜎1 ∗ 𝑀

− 𝐺𝜎2 ∗ 𝐼
𝐺𝜎2 ∗ 𝑀

)
𝑀 (4)

where I is the image of the cluster, M is the annulus mask, and 𝐺𝜎1
and 𝐺𝜎2 are closely separated Gaussian filters with 𝜎1 = 𝜎/

√
1 + 𝜖

and 𝜎2 = 𝜎
√
1 + 𝜖 (𝜖 << 1). We can then integrate over the square

of the filtered result (Equation 5) to obtain the Variance 𝑉𝑘 , yielding
the power spectrum 𝑃(𝑘).

𝑉𝑘 =

∫
(𝐹 ∗ 𝐼)2𝑑2𝑥 = 𝑃(𝑘)𝜖2𝜋𝑘2 (5)

Estimating a three-dimensional power spectrum from this two-
dimensional spectrum by relating them to a factor of the integrated
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Figure 3. Absolute fractional intensity deviations from azimuthal best-fit
𝛽-model in the 0.5-3.5 keV band for eight different simulation times shown at
three viewing angles. 𝐼 =

|𝑃−𝛽 |
𝛽
, where I is the normalized image seen in this

figure, P is the projected X-ray surface brightness and 𝛽 is the azimuthally
averaged 𝛽-model.

square of the power spectrum along the line of sight (Equation 6), and
converting to a density fluctuation spectrum 𝐴3𝐷 =

√︁
4𝜋𝑃3𝐷 𝑘3, al-

lows us to compare the turbulence in each annulus at each time in the
simulation to the X-ray brightness images fromChandra (Zhuravleva
et al. 2015).

𝑃2𝐷 (𝑘)
𝑃3𝐷 (𝑘) ≈ 4

∫
|𝑊 (𝑘𝑧) |2𝑑𝑘𝑧 (6)

We verified the fidelity of our implementation on filtered images
injected with known power spectra. The variance method accurately
reproduces the injected power spectrum and matches the power spec-
trum measured by traditional FFT when applied to an unmasked im-
age. Our analysis includes wavefactors corresponding to scales from
3 to 150 kpc on a logarithmic scale.

2.4 Fitting the Data

The presence of at least two sets of cavities shows that the Perseus
cluster has undergone a varied and complex history of jet activity that
still affects the cluster atmosphere. As such, any one snapshot of our
simulation of a single 10 Myr jet event will not be able to account for
the level of fluctuations seen in the observational data. Becausewe are

limited by computing time and cannot simulate infinite variations of
jet power and duty cycles, we instead look to approximate a complex
jet history by combining power spectra from different simulation
times. We sample the simulation every 10 Myr from the beginning
of the simulation up to 80 Myr. This gives us a wide basis that
includes images of the cluster just after the jet has shut off as well
as later times when the jet perturbations have had time to propagate
through the cluster. In order to find the best approximation of our
single-event simulation to the Perseus cluster, which has undergone
multiple AGN episodes, each under varied conditions, we attempt to
model the power spectrum of a complex cluster by combining the
power spectra of different simulation times. If we approximate the
power spectra as linear perturbations of the cluster atmosphere, we
can find a linear combination of our basis that best fits the observed
turbulence of the cluster atmosphere.
To do this, we implement a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

algorithm (Hogg & Foreman-Mackey 2018) to find the best linear
fit of our simulated power spectra to the observed spectra from the
Chandra observation of the Perseus cluster. The MCMC algorithm
uses the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2012) to explore the
likelihood space and sample many combinations of each weighting
coefficient for the 8 basis spectra, measuring the likelihood function
of each. This algorithm gives us a large sample in parameter space of
each time in the simulation, and its success is less dependent on initial
conditions than a least-squares fit. We can run this fitting algorithm
on any combination of annuli in order to find where in the cluster
the turbulence is most readily explained by the AGN jet. The fitting
process also ensures that the outer annuli are not overpredicted by
the combination of jet episodes.

3 RESULTS

The power spectra derived from the AGN simulation show a wide
range of fluctuations throughout the life cycle of the cluster. In the
earliest times, when the impact of the jet on the cluster has only
reached the first or second annulus, the power spectral signature of the
activity can reach levels equivalent to up to three times the measured
Chandra surface brightness fluctuations of the cluster (Figure 4).
Later in the simulation, after the jet has propagated for > 60Myr, the
amplitude of the power spectrum in the outer annuli increases and
approaches, but does not reach, the observed values in Zhuravleva
et al. (2015), while the power spectral amplitude in the inner 60 kpc
decreases.
However, while the power in the outer annuli is below the observed

values, for the projections perpendicular to the jet axis, the power in
the inner annuli never decreases below the observations, reflecting
the fact that the perturbations are driven by, and concentrated around,
the central engine. This suggests that the perturbations generated by
jet-driven cavities alone cannot explain the observed fluctuations in
clusters by themselves at all radii, while they can readily account for
the observed power within the cool core of the Perseus cluster. Thus,
a combination of AGN activity and sloshing appears to be required
to account for the observed power spectra in Perseus (see discussion
in §4.2).
In order to explore whether the power spectra measured in the

inner cluster can be explained by past and/or current AGN activity,
we use ourMCMCfitting algorithm on the inner 60 kpc of the cluster
and treat the Chandra power spectral data in the annuli larger than
60 kpc as upper limits, ensuring that the fitted spectra outside of
the first two annuli are underpredicted by the fitting model. This
produces the best-fit weighting coefficients of the power spectra at

MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2021)
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Figure 4. Spectra taken from the first four annuli in the x and z directions, overplotted on the observed PSD from Zhuravleva et al. (2015) at 1𝜎 uncertainty.
Vertical axis is given as the three dimensional density fluctuations spectrum derived from the power spectrum of X-ray surface brightness fluctuations.

each sampled time. This best fit of the power spectra is dominated
by the 10 and 50 Myr projections at the x and y viewing angles
(line-of-sight perpendicular to mean jet axis), and the 30, 50, and 80
Myr projections when the jet is viewed in the z direction (along the
jet axis), seen in Figure 5, while the fitted spectra itself is shown in
Figure 6
The corner plot in Fig. 7 shows each coefficient and its distribu-

tion of most likely values taken from the MCMC fit. The MCMC
algorithm samples ~3500 combinations of the fitted parameters in
order to find the most likely combination of each. Each column cor-
responds to a sampled simulation time; e.g., the column marked 20
Myr is the contribution of the 20 million year-old projection com-
pared to the other fitted coefficients. In each column the relative linear
contribution of power injected by a jet of the given age is compared
to the rows corresponding to the power of different jet ages. The
contours in each cell demonstrate the covariant dependencies of the
different parameters. Each column is also end-capped with the total
confidence histogram marginalized over the other parameters.
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Figure 5.Weighted coefficients of sampled power spectra from three viewing
angles. The fitted off-axis projection is dominated by the 10 Myr and 50 Myr
jets, while the on-axis projection is made up of the 30, 50, and 80 Myr jets.
/textcolorredThe sum of the weighted coefficients iss less than 1, indicating
our simulation over-predicts the surface brightness fluctuations. See Section
4.1 for more discussion.
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4 DISCUSSION

4.1 The Power Spectral Density Profiles

As is clear in Figure 4, the evolution of the density fluctuation spec-
trum across the life of the simulation is not a trivial progression,
especially when compared to the Chandra measurements. The first
40 Myr of the simulation only show significant perturbations in the
inner 60 kpc, at levels somewhat higher than, but comparable to the
observed turbulence in the cluster (Zhuravleva et al. 2015).
The spectra are also typically suppressed compared to the observed

levels at low-k values, i.e., at larger spatial scales, leveling off after
the peak between 0.02 and 0.05 𝑘 𝑝𝑐−1, with the peak of the power
spectral density (PSD) at slightly higher 𝑘 values than observed. This
may be due to the lack of any large scale asymmetry in the initial
conditions of the simulation, compared to the large scale asymmetries
observed in the X-ray maps of Perseus, even after the removal of
asymmetries in the Chandra images, which would introduce power
unrelated to the AGN at small 𝑘 values (see dotted regions at small
𝑘 in Zhuravleva et al. 2015)
The power spectra show higher levels of perturbation following the

edge of the bubble when projected along the z-axis, but do not when
the jet is viewed off-axis, as the bubble clears the inner annuli very
quickly when looking at the jet in the x or y-direction. Generally, the
amplitude of the PSD decreases with radius from the AGN and with
time after the AGN turns off. The spectra measured in the simulation
also compare well in shape to the observational spectra.
Given a measured sound speed of ∼ 900 km/s in the inner cluster

and a proportionality coefficient of [ ~1 (Zhuravleva et al. 2014),
the amplitude of density fluctuations are consistent with the Hitomi
Collaboration et al. (2018) turbulence measurement in the cluster
from the Hitomi spectroscopic data at simulation times later than
30 Myr. At later times, as the bubble reaches the outer annuli, the
power spectrum extends outward to larger annuli as well, with levels
falling below the observations in the outer annuli but comparable in
the inner annuli.
To test how our simulated turbulent driving compares to the overall

measurements of cluster turbulence, we compared the true measured
velocity dispersion from our simulations against theHitomimeasure-

ment for velocity dispersion in Figure 8, finding the RMS velocity
extremely variable within the center of the cluster. It is approach-
ing the values reported by Hitomi during and right after the AGN
episode, and consistently underpredicting the Hitomi measurement
after ~40 Myr. This suggests that in our simulations turbulence is
not completely responsible for the observed surface brightness fluc-
tuations in the inner cluster, so that our simple linear assumption of
the proportionality constant [ = 1 may not hold. Other than turbu-
lence, the impulsive and instantaneous power injection by the jet in
our simulation may also lead to stronger shocks and sharper bubble
boundaries than might be expected if the inflation were more gradual
in the real Perseus cluster, which would appear as additional power
in the PSD that would not have corresponding signal in the turbulent
velocity dispersion.

4.2 The Relative Importance of Jets v. Sloshing in Driving
Cluster Turbulence

It is important to keep in mind that the analysis we perform fits the
first two annuli only. For the outer annuli, the model ensures that
the power spectra are not overpredicted. We find that if the MCMC
algorithm is tuned to predict the entire spectrum, the inner annuli are
fitted at much higher levels than the observations. We choose instead
to underpredict the outer annuli and focus the fitting algorithm on
the 60-kpc core, where Walker et al. (2018) find the AGN jet must
dominate the turbulence profile of the cluster.
The current paradigm in cooling flow modeling is that the AGN is

mostly if not wholly responsible for the energy feedback. If heating
occurs primarily through dissipation of turbulence stirred up by the
AGN, then the power spectra of AGN simulations should roughly
match those observed in the cluster. Our analysis demonstrates that
this appears to be true within the innermost regions of the cool core
of the Perseus cluster, where the measured power spectra match or
exceed the observations at most 𝑘 values, with simulations match-
ing or exceeding the observed PSD and coming reasonably close to
matching the observed 3D velocity dispersion.
On the other hand, a single episode of AGN jet activity under the

atmospheric conditions of the Perseus cluster cannot readily explain
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Figure 7. Top: on-axis projection. Bottom: off-axis projection. These corner
plots show both the one and two dimensional projections of the probabil-
ity distributions of the dominant jet ages in each linear combination. The
two-dimensional projection shows the covariant dependencies between pa-
rameters.

the observed levels of turbulence in the outer regions of the clus-
ter. This complements the result from Walker et al. (2018), whose
simulations of sloshing in the Perseus cluster indicate that most of
the observed PSD in the outer cluster can be explained by sloshing
alone, without the need for a dominant contribution from the central
AGN outside of 60 kpc.
Thus, our simulations support the suggestion by Walker et al.

(2018) that the levels of surface brightness fluctuations (as a proxi
of turbulence) in the inner 60 kpc of the cluster, can be readily
explained by driving from the AGN, though the exact history of

Figure 8. Top: Three-dimensional velocity dispersion of the ICM, weighted
by X-ray emissivity, in a sphere around the center of the cluster simulation.
The blue-shaded regions correspond to the integrated line-of-sight velocity
dispersion at 164±10 km/s from Hitomi Collaboration et al. (2016). Bottom:
Single-component velocity dispersion, weighted by X-ray emissivity, in an
annulus, projected along and perpendicular to the axis of the jet. Blue-shaded
regions show the 1-sigma uncertainties of the PSF-corrected line-of-sight
velocity dispersions measured by Hitomi in various regions on the sky over-
lapping with each respective annulus. The regions are defined and mapped in
Hitomi Collaboration et al. (2018).

AGN jet power cannot be uniquely determined from our work. They
are also consistent with the results by Ehlert et al. (2020), which
indicate that a single episode of jet activity comparable to the one
studied here does not produce a volume-filling level of turbulence as
observed by Hitomi.
Unlike in the case ofAGNsimulations, the sloshing simulations are

based on a single encounter with a sub-cluster that corresponds well
with the observations of the outer atmosphere of the Perseus cluster,
and as such fitting the spectra to the observed data is unnecessary
and a direct comparison can be made to the data. Moreover, while
it is clear from GGM-filtered images of Perseus, seen in Figure 1,
that the cluster has undergone many episodes of jet activity, sloshing
simulations account for all or most of the observed fluctuation power
in the outer annuli, and are seen to be visually comparable to the
actual Chandra data (Walker et al. 2018).

4.3 Contributions by non-turbulent features to the Power
Spectral Density of X-ray Fluctuations

It is known that the energy injected into the cluster by the jet in our
simulations is not sufficient to balance ICM cooling losses over the
entire duration of the simulation. Over the 10 Myr active period,
the jet adds ∼ 3 ∗ 1059 ergs, which, by itself, could balance the
energy losses of the cool core for roughly 20 Myrs (Sanders &
Fabian 2007). To consistently heat the Perseus cluster, ongoing AGN
activity comparable to the cooling luminosity would be required
(modulated by any efficiency gains by, e.g., jet-mitigated conduction
as proposed by Chen et al. 2019, or energy leakage due to, e.g., sound
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waves carrying energy away from the cool core). This is a reasonable
compromise, as our simulations do not aim to model a self-consistent
feedback loop, but rather to measure the impact of a single episode
of jet activity on the cluster as time passes. Other works similarly
show that a single-shot injection of energy at the level simulated here
is insufficient to raise the level of turbulence to the value observed
by Hitomi throughout the cool core (e.g. Ehlert et al. 2020).
In a complementary work, Hillel & Soker (2020) perform multi-

episode simulations of AGN feedback, modeled as the inflation of
cavities by conical outflows, at resolution comparable to our simula-
tions. They argue that jet-driven turbulence alone does not efficiently
heat the cluster in their simulations. This is not inconsistent with our
results, as other means of energy transfer in AGN feedback are plau-
sible, such as shock heating and the heatpump mechanism discussed
in (Chen et al. 2019).
The energy required to drive the observed level of turbulence

observed by Hitomi exceeds that injected in our simulation by about
an order of magnitude, i.e., even if all of the energy injected by
the jet were converted to turbulent energy, the single jet episode
could explain the observed level of turbulence only within about 50
kpc. Thus, while the RMS velocity measured in the simulation falls
within a factor of 2 of the Hitomi measurement within the inner
60 kpc of the cluster, the simulations significantly under-predict the
projected emission-weighted RMS velocity compared to the Hitomi
measurement. This mismatch between the central velocity dispersion
(which is of the same order ofmagnitude as theHitomimeasurement)
and the 1D line-of-sight (LOS) integrated value is not surprising,
given that the LOS integrated velocity dispersion includes significant
contributions from the outer parts of the cluster that any perturbations
by the jet have not reached in our single snapshot and given that at
late times, the single-shot injection of energy in our simulation does
not account for the likely ongoing level of feedback. Nevertheless,
it is important to note that our simulations slightly overpredict the
bulk of the surface brightness power spectral density, while slightly
underpredicting the central 3D velocity dispersion.
Not surprisingly, this suggests that in our simulations the sur-

face brightness fluctuations in the inner Perseus regions contain a
substantial non-turbulent contribution, e.g. from the sharp, coherent
intensity edge at the cavity surface, and the X-ray intensity power
spectra and the 1D velocity dispersion may not track each other one-
to-one. Sharp edges associated with the bubbles have to be excised
from the data to avoid overestimating the level of turbulence from in-
tensity power spectra. The flattening of the surface brightness power
spectra could be used as an indicator of significant edge contribution,
as illustrated in the analysis of X-ray data in the innermost annulus
in Perseus (see Figures 9 and 11 in Zhuravleva et al. 2015).
At later times in the simulation, however, after the bubble wall

has passed out of the inner 30 kpc annulus (after approximately
50 Myrs), the power spectra of the off-axis projections (top panels
of Figure 4) still contain a substantial amount of power at levels
comparable to the observed power spectrum, which we attribute to
large scale motions of the thermal gas in the wake of the rising
bubble continuing to drive turbulence in the center of the cluster.
This supports our conclusion that the surface brightness fluctuations
in the cluster center contain contributions from turbulence driven by
previous generations of AGN activity, such as those that led to the
formation of the ghost cavities detected in Perseus.
Clearly, a simulation with multiple jet episodes or ongoing jet

activity would be required to investigate the development of saturated
turbulence in the cool core. Such simulations will be numerically
challenging at the resolution we impose. Our maximum refinement
level at the simulation times considered in this analysis corresponds

to a resolution element of 120 pc (Chen et al. 2019), well below the
resolution scale of Chandra (and an even higher central resolution
of 30 pc during times when the jet is active), while a comparable
simulations with ongoing long term jet-driving, performed by Yang
& Reynolds (2016), has a maximum resolution of 1.95 kpc, for
example. While the higher resolution allows us to generate high-
fidelity snapshots of the surface brightness fluctuations and calculate
power spectra that are well-resolved, they necessarily limit our ability
to investigate the long-term jet activity. Thus our work complements
studies like those by Yang & Reynolds (2016) and Lau et al. (2017).
While Yang & Reynolds (2016) concluded that turbulence drive

by AGN jets was insufficient as a source of feedback and below the
observed level in Perseus, Lau et al. (2017) suggested that long-term
injection of AGN jets can drive levels of turbulence comparable to
those observed by Hitomi. Aided by its higher resolution, our work
slots in between, showing that RMS velocities comparable to the
Hitomi result can be excited in the innermost cluster core during and
shortly after the jet episode, but to generate volume-filling turbulence
throughout the cluster core would require ongoing driving.

4.4 Caveats

While Walker et al. (2018)’s sloshing simulations have a particular
time since the interaction that is reliably tied to Perseus, the same is
not true of the AGN simulation, as AGN feedback is a continuous
process and the detailed injection history of jet power is not well
constrained. In order to best compare the simulation to the observed
brightness map, we combinemultiple jet ages by linearly adding their
calculated power spectra. In order to create the multiple-episode fac-
simile from the jet simulation we must assume that the simulation’s
perturbations are sufficiently small, such the power spectra add lin-
early. If that is a good assumption, we can assign a weight to each
set of power spectra according to the MCMC fit in order to show
what the density fluctuations would look like in a simulation that in-
cluded the jet firing, shutting off, and firing again, without having to
run many simulations with slightly different configurations. This as-
sumption ignores interaction between the different jet bubbles as well
as higher-order terms when it comes to combining the power spectra.
This should produce viable results assuming AGN duty cycles on the
order of 10%.
One important source of variance when calculating surface bright-

ness power spectra comes from the jet inclination. As is clear from
qualitative observations of Perseus (Figure 1), the past episodes of jet
activity have all occurred at different jet orientations, and the inclina-
tion of themost recent jet in Perseus has proved difficult to determine.
It is easily seen that whether the jet is viewed on-axis ("down the bar-
rel") or off-axis has a significant effect on the evolution of the power
spectra in Figure 4.
Finally, it is well-known that resolution effects can limit the fidelity

of power spectra derived from turbulence in numerical spectra at
wave numbers approaching the resolution scale. However, in our
simulations, the inner cluster is always well-resolved compared to the
wave numbers probed by the observed and simulated spectra, lending
support to the conclusion that the observed spectra are comparable
to the simulations and that one or two episodes of jet activity alone
can reasonably explain the observed power spectra in the cool core of
the cluster. Only the outermost annuli (larger than 120 kpc in radius)
are moderately affected by the resolution limit, and only at larger
than 𝑘 > 0.1kpc−1, at which the uncertainty of the measured power
spectra is too large to provide any constraint.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

We perform equivalent analysis on Chandra X-ray observations of
Perseus and simulations of a single episode of jet activity from the
cluster’s AGN jet. By quantifying both via the Δ-variance power
spectrum calculation method, we can quantify the surface brightness
fluctuation profiles and directly compare simulated AGN-driven tur-
bulent heating to the observed cooling flow gap of the cluster. We
fit the characteristic amplitude spectra across the inner 60 kpc of a
sample of jet ages, using a markov chain fitting algorithm to match
observed power spectra.

• Density fluctuations derived from the synthetic X-ray surface
brightness are comparable in magnitude and spectral form to the
observed perturbations in the inner 60 kpc core of the intracluster
medium from Chandra.

• Power spectral density values steadily decline as the bubble
propagates outward to larger cluster radii.

• A linear combination of different aged jets can reproduce the
density perturbation spectrum of the cluster core with two or three
episodes of jet activity.

• These results complement similar analysis of sloshing simula-
tions, leading to the conclusion that while the AGN may be respon-
sible for the intensity fluctuations in the inner 60 kpc of the cluster,
the PSD in the outer atmosphere of Perseus is likely dominated by
sloshing physics.

• We find that in simulations, AGN-driven motions within a 60
kpc sphere approach the values reported by Hitomi during and right
after the AGN episode. However, the line-of-sight-projected 1D ve-
locity dispersion is significantly underpredicted by the numerical
model, indicating that a single AGN episode is insufficient to explain
the volume-filling level of turbulence, and/or that outside of the 60
kpc sphere, other sources of turbulence likely act in concert with the
AGN.

• Our simulations roughly match the power spectrum of the in-
tensity fluctuations measured by Chandra in the inner cluster, while
under-predicting the 1D LOS velocity dispersion, suggesting that
the measured surface brightness fluctuations in our simulations of
Perseus are likely driven by a combination of fully established tur-
bulence and non-linear structures, such as shocks and bubbles. This
is consistent with Zhuravleva et al. (2015), who found that removal
of the cavities in the central ∼ 30 kpc annulus of the Perseus image
reduced the power spectral density of the X-ray intensity fluctuations
up to a factor of 2.
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